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ABSTRACT
It is generally assumed that the defective factors of a

population have the same a-priori probability" of being defective'.
However, with some knowledge of the population, we can relax on
this assumption and assume the population may consist of factors
with unequal a-priori probabilities of being defective. Step-
wise screening is dev~loped to detect these factors with mini-.
mum expected number of runs assuming that there are no errors in.
the observations. Comparison is done with an·equivalent·two-- ;.

stage group screening experiment.

L INTRODUCTION

The problem of detecting defective factors of a population
and eliminating them is of paramount importance not only" in Bio-", .
logical Sciences but also has wide applications Ln Industry .ii'·;' :

Obviously, it is almost impossible to examine each factor' of':~h~.1

population. It is essential to reduce the cost involved' in the":
!; exercise. With this objective in mind, the concept' of)~~6iip',~"'i~ .'"
:~.
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screening was first introduced by Dorfman (1943), which was later
followedup extensively.by Sobel and Groll (1949),. Sterrett
(1957), Watson (1961); Patel (1962), Patel and Ottieno (1984),
Odhiambo and Patel (1986) Kleijnen (1989). This paper extends
the approach made by Sterrett (1957) ...called Step-wise Screening
by Patel and Manene (1987).

2. 1SSUMPTIONS AND DESIGN STRUCTURE

With some prior knowledge of the population, it is possible
to assume that all factors have different a-priori probabilities
of being defective. The total number of factors, If' thus can
be divided into a fixed'number 'g' of group •...Jactors in •.initial

g
step such that f = }; k , where k is the number of factors in

. i=l i i
ith group-factor. All factors in the ith group-factor have inde-
pendentl~'~he same probability 'Pi' of being defective.

thA defective factor within the i group-factor has a posi-
tive effect 6 i(i=1,2, •••• ,g). There are no errors in the obser-
vations.

The step-wise group screening experiment is performed in
steps as follows: ' In the initial step, the 'f' factors are divi-

thded into 'g' group-factors such that i group contains 'ki' fac-
tors (i=.1,2·,•••• ,g). Thes'e groups are called group-factors.
Those that are indentified as non-defective are set aside. In
step two, we start with any group-factor that is declared defect-
ive. in the initial step and examine the factors within it one by
one till we detect a defective factor. We set aside the factors
which are identified as non-defective, keeping the factor decla-
red defective separate. The remaining factors are then grouped
into a group-factor which is tested in step three. Steps two and
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.minates with a group-factor declared non-defective or with a
group-factor consisting of a single factor. Steps two onwards
are called subsequent steps and are performed for all group-
factors indentified as defective in the initial step.

3. EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS
Since the screening is done without errors in observations,

. .
we shall use designs with the smallest number of runs; i.e., the
number of runs required to test m factors or group-factors is
m + 1, where the extra one run is the control run. This control
run ~ill be used at every step of the step-wise experiment.

thLet Pi be the probability that a factor in the i group-
factor of size ki in the initial step is defective (i=1,2, ••• ,g).

. thIf Pi* is the corresponding probability that the i group-factor
is defective, then

(3.1)

where

In the initial step, all the g group-factors are tested.
Thus we require

runs. (3.2)

Let Pk (j) denote the probability that the group-factor
identified 1s defective contains exactly j defective factors .

.Then
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(3.3)

(j=1,2, •.•.. ,ki).

Let Ek (Rj) denote the average number of runs required to
i

classify· as def ect Lve ·or non-defiec tdve all .the .facecr.s within
ith'group-f~ct~r 01 size ki in the .subsequent steps if it con-
tains exactly j defective factors. Then according to Patel and
Manene (1987),

(3.4)

Let R . be the number of runs required to analyse the ith group-
s~

factor in the initial step which is known to be defective. Then

.~.:
:\

Define a random variable U. such that
. ~

Z
1 with probability ..pi*

U - '..i ~ 0 otherwise . (i ~ 1,2,••..•,g)

Then the number:; of defective group-Eac t cr-s in the initial step:·t~

g
r=· ~ .U

i=l i (3.6)

is given by

and

P.*, (3.7)



Let R denote the number of -runs required 'to classify as defect+,, s, ' '
ive or non-defective all the factors within the! group-factors found
to be defective in the initial step. Then

R
s

g
E E(R i)U.
i=l s l. (3.8)

Theorem 1

Let R be the total number of runs required to screen out
the defective factors from among the f factors under investiga-
tion if the factors with probability p. of being defective arel.

grouped into a single group-factor of size k. in the initiall.

step (icl,2, .•.. ,g). Then

E(R)

Proof

The number of runs required in the initial step is

~ = g+1.

.:In the subsequent; steps we require

Rs (3.9)

runs. The expected total number of runs is given by

g
(g+l) + 1: E(R i)E(U.)

i=l
s l.

g 1 q/i+1) ]1+ 2g + f + L [kiPi - 2Pi - -(1
i=l Pi



(3.11)
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This proves :~thetheorem ...c ...

Corollary 1

For small values of Pi's (i=1.2, .•.• ,g) the expected total
number of runs is given by

E(R) 1 + g
g

- E 2p
l i=1 i
J

Proof

For small values of Pi's,

upto order Pi. The corollary follows immediately on substitut,-
ing this value in (3.10).

4. OPTIMUM DESIGNS

In this section, we shall use corollary 1 to obtain esti-
mates of the-sizes of the group-factors in the initial step'
that minimize the expected number of runs. We shall also give
an expression for the minimum expected number of runs. The exp-
ressions for the group sizes in the initial ste~ and the minimum
expected number of runs are approximate because of approximation
in corollary 1.

.'

Assuming Pi' i.e., thea-priori probability of a factor in
ththe i group-factor in the initial step to be defective to be

small, the =: ki of the ithgroup-factor which minimizes the
expected total number of runs in a step-wise group screening

Theorem 2
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. 3 g -1 3
. ki = (f + -2g) (p. E 1/Pi)- -"2

:l i=l
(i=l,2,...,g)· . "~..

and the corresponding minimum value of E(R) is given by .

.. 25 gIg -1
min E(R) = 1 + g - '8 E p. + g(3g + ?f)2 (E 1/Pi)

.i=l :l i=l

Proof

We:have to minimize the expected total of
. . g

corollary 1 subj ect to the condition f = .E kr
i=l

number of runs in

Corollary. 1.can
now be re-written as

1 + g

..•.. - k 1)2P J.. g- - g (4.1)

;
r-

Assuming continuous variations in ki's, critical values of ki's
are obtained by solving the equations ar = 0 (1=1.2 •••• ,g-l), .. . dk

i
3which imply "2(P1- Pg) + kiPi - (f k1 - k2 - kg_1)pg= 0;

i.e.,
k + 1

g 2
lip g

1£ + f
·2 (4.2)

g
. E lip.
i=1 :l
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(i=1,2,.•.•,g). (4.3)

he v~lues of k,·'s given in (4.3) can be easily shown to be theJ,

oints of minimum for E(R).Substituting these values ki in the
xpression for E(R) in corollary 1 we obtain

25 gIg' -1
min E(R) = 1 + ,g - 8" ~Pi + "8(3g +2f)2 (~!/Pi) (4.4)

j i"'l i=l

:his completes the proof of the theorem.

5. COMPARISON OF STEP-WISE DESIGN WITH GROUP-FACTORS OF
UNEQUAL SIZES WITH EqUIVALENT STEP-WISE; DESIGN.

WITH GROUP-FACTORS OF EQUAL SIZES.'

In this section, we shall compare the minimum expected of
:uns in step-wise group-screening when the group-factors are
Inequal in~sizes with that one when the group-factors are of
aqua L a Lz e s , ,

When screening with group-factors of equal sizes 'k' and
,ithout errors in observations, Patel and Manene (1987) ~howed
:hat the expected number of runs in a step-wise design is given
)y

E(R) 1 + f + ~ + f f (1 _ qk+1) ,p k - kp

1 + l£E + i -~ + ~.fkp2 k k

rp t o order p; where p Ls: the prior probability of a factor to be
iefective (q = 1 - p). Assuming continuous variation, the value
, that minimizes E(R) is 'given by

(p < ~).

(5.1)

(5.2)
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min E(R) 1 + 1!E + f(~)~2, 2-4p

f ,~~+ 2"(2 - 4p) p .' (5.3)

Theorem 3

r"·

A step-wise group screening design: with. group -Eact or s of
unequal sizes 'where the ith group factor contains factors with
probability Pi of being defective has fewer runs than the cor-
r-espond Lng step-wise design with' the same number of g'roup=Eac t=

ors but of equal sizes each containing factors with a-priori,
probability p of being defective provided Pi ~ P (i=1,2, ••,g).

Proof

We have to show that min E(R) given in theorem 2 is 'less
than", or equal to min E(R) given in (5.3), Le.,

. .'~

< 1 +,lfp + fp
2 (2-4p)!

(5.4)

Substituting g = !. where k = (2~4p)! inequality (5.4) becomes
k p'

-25 gIg -1
8" E Pi + 8(3g + 2f)2 (E I/Pi) .

i=1 i=1
25 1< - gPg + 8

(3g + 2f)2.£.
, g

(5.5)
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(5.6)

i.e:,
g . g \
L Pi ( L 1/pi)

i=1 i=1·
j
Jfrom Cauchy - Schwarz inequality. This completes

(5.7)

which follows
the.proof.

The minimum expected number of runs in a strp-wise design
'.when screening is done with unequal sizes could also be comple-

ted with the minimum expected number of runs in an equivalent
two stage group screening design. This is indicated in tables
l(a) andJ(b).. --

When screening with unequal group sizes, Ottieno and Patel
(1984) gave the expected number of runs in a two stage design

(5.9)

as ~

g k g
E(R)"'·1+g+f-Lk(1-p)i-1+g+L:k2p (5.8)

i~1 i i i=1 i i

for small values of p. 'so The values of k 's which minimize
1 i

E(R) in (5,8) are

(i=1,2, .. ~,g);

Substituting (5.9) in (5.8) Ottieno and Patel gave iuif,n E(R) as

mfn E(R) -
(5.10)
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Optimum group sizes in· the initial step. and expected. number
'of runs for selected probabilities for f = 100 when screening
without errors.

(a) p. < P1. -
0.010, g 7

i Pi k.1.

1 0.004 23.71
2 0.005 18.67
3 0.006 15.31
4 ·0.007 . 12.91
5 0.008 11.11
6 0.009 9.71
7 0.010 8.58

Total 100.00

min E(R) - 13~42.·

For equivalent two stage group screening design min E(R) = 17.13.
(continued)

6. GROUP SCREENING PLANS FOR STEP-WISE DESIGNS

In this section, we give group screening plans which mini~
mize the expected number of runs as illustrations.

Tables I(a) and'I(b) give the optimum. group sizes· in .the
Lnd t La I"step and the. minimum expected number· of runs for selec-
ted probabilities for f = 100. when scr-e erri.nc Ls none tJi th()11t



TABLE r- Continued

(b) 0.035, g 13.

~"-

i Pi k.~
1 -0.008 17.10

j2 0.009 15.03
3 0.010

""
13.38

4 0'.013 9.94
5 -0.015 8.42
6 0.017 7.25
7 "0.020 5.94
8 -0.022 5.26
9 0."025 4.45

10 0.027 4.01
11 0.030 3.46
12 0.033 3.01

" - 13 0.035 2.75

Total 100.00 .-
min E(R) = 22.06.

For equivalent two stage screening design min E(R) 22.45.

given by (4.3) and (4.4) respectively. The value of min E(R)
for the equivalent two stage group screening is given in (5.10).
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